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About This Content

May 1940
Following the invasion of Poland, Germany opens the western front and invades France. It’s the Blitzkrieg, a new and dangerous

form of warfare based on speed and aggression using concentrated mechanized forces to pierce the enemy lines and encircle
them.

After taking the wargaming market by storm with its revolutionary fast paced gameplay system, Battle Academy is back with
this amazing add-on pack. Players will be able to take command of German forces and lead them to the conquest of Paris.

With 9 single player missions and 4 multiplayer missions, 25 new units and a host of additional features, Blitzkrieg France takes
Battle Academy to a new level.

Blitzkrieg France is and add on for Battle Academy and requires Battle Academy to be played.

Features

· 25 New Units & 28 modified units with new camouflage patterns and stats to represent the war in 1940: Panzer II German
Light Tank, Sturmpanzer German SP Gun, French Infantry, French LMG, Matilda I British Light Tank, Renault FT17 French
Light Tank, Char Bis French Heavy Tank, R35 French Medium Tank, Somua 35 French Heavy Tank, French 25mm AT Gun,
French Lorry, French Mortar, French Engineer, French Hotchkiss MG, Corps Francs, British Boyes AT Rifle, Sau 40 French
SP Gun, Sdkfz 251/10/4 German Halftrack, Berliet VPH Mobile AA, French Scout, Lorraine 38 APC, Panzerjager I, German

Panzerbusche AT Rifle, Panhard P178 French Armoured Car, Schneider P16 French Armoured Car
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· 9 Single Player Missions

· 4 Multiplayer Missions

· New Abilities & Bonuses
Rally – an officer bonus that allows you to boost morale of a single squad

Resupply – an officer bonus that allows you to replenish a units ammo
German Heinkel 111 Airstrike
French Breugot 693 Airstrike

· New Bunker Objects
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Blitzkrieg France is the first DLC for Battle Academy, and it, as the name implies, deals with the invasion of France during the
early stages of World War 2. You control the German forces as they try to punch through the French lines.

Graphics & Sound
If you are reading this, it's likely that you're already familiar with what Battle Academy looks and sounds like. There
are no real improvements in this DLC, though the new models that are used for some of the units are well made, and
often feel like a small step up from the core game.
Sound remains mostly the same. There are, from what I can tell, no improvements here.

Gameplay
Blitzkrieg France plays very similar to the campaigns in the core game. That said, most of the levels feel more well
balanced, and are just more fun to play in general due to this. Enemy placement feel fair, and there's less of the whole
"random AT gun that I could not predict destroys my most valuable tank as the level did not give me enough infantry
to scout with". The level is still roughly in line with the "Battle of the Bulge" campaign from the core game, the levels
are just a bit more well balanced.
As Blitzkrieg France is set during the early parts of WW2,you get fewer really powerful units, which changes up the
pace of the game. While some of the French tanks are tough nuts to crack, a single unit won't have the same battlefield
impact as say a King Tiger, which makes the levels less luck-based, as a single lucky hit won't win or lose you the game.
The AI has, from what I can tell, not been improved. This is a shame, as the AI was quite bad in the main game. While
each level is worth playing through at least once, it does cut down on the replay value as the AI is very predictable.
Considering this is just a small expansion, this is to be expected though.

Closing Thoughts
Blitzkrieg France is a really good expansion for Battle Academy. While it does not revolutionize the game, it does fix
some of the issues with the level design of the base game. It also does a good job at showing that the French army was
not helpless, something that I'm sure more people than I got the impression of in high school history class. The
individual French units were more than a match for their German counterparts. It was just that the French army was
not well prepared for the type of warfare that was on display during the early parts of WW2.
Is the DLC worth getting? If you enjoyed Battle Academy, I would say absolutely! If you did not, this DLC won't
change your mind. 10\u20ac for 9 levels is not a bad value, though if you intend to get the DLC for Battle Academy, you
might as well go with the collection that gives you 6 DLC for the price of 2.
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